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First Things First
Letter from the editor From the Mann himself
By Nicholas Weber Where' s the
Concord Editor-in- Chief
hh, money. The economy— the nebulous entity that somehow
eh u reh,s voice?
Agenerates money. We have heard about it non-stop for the By John Mann
last year( and more). It's impacted our lives in ways that we Seminary pastor
didn't expect. It's impacted our seminary, from the delayed remodel-       y theology professor at seminary, who
ing projects of the library and Bockman Hall to the cuts in services was the dean of the divinity school,
in various departments. I' ve been frustrated by how the economy has Mused to argue that the church had
impacted my life as a student here. abdicated its moral authority. By refusing to
The economy was the greatest thing ever a few years ago. It seemed clearly challenge racial segregation in America,
to bestow an endless number of blessings( ifyou were the right type the church had lost leadership to the legal sys-
of person) and was the source ofAmerican life, light and grace. Now,   tem when the Supreme Court decided in Brown
there are a seemingly endless number of things going wrong with it;     v. Board of Education that" separate but equal" in education was
the economy has turned out to be a hard master. It now demands indefensible. The result, my professor thought, was a loss of identity
that we spend money we don't have, both personally and as a nation,     and clarity of purpose for the church.
in order to be put back on the right track. Instead of distributing I had one of those moments of insight about the commitments of
blessings, only curses come from the maw of the market. faith recently when Michael Moore was interviewed regarding his
Then there's God. As mysterious as God is, we can say definite new work, Capitalism: A Love Story. As I listened to Moore's critique
things about God. God loves us. God hates evil. God sent Jesus, the ofWestern economic injustice, I wondered why Hollywood, rather
Christ, to die for us. Instead of bidding us to sacrifice our futures,     than the church, was speaking like Amos. I wondered why the church
God calls us to something much harder: to sacrifice ourselves. How-    was not lifting up economic sins that are at least as threatening to the
ever, the blessings God distributes are real blessings, blessings not soul of our democracy and its ultimate survival as racism is.
based on money or merit, but on the already-done action of Christ. For instance, why have Christians not challenged the great injus-
We still need money to live! So now what? Our writers do an tice of the rich getting wildly richer while the poor get poorer? The
excellent job tackling that question. Whether it's Meta's observations inequality in our current practices between executive pay and every-
on practical principles to Timothy's look at the larger picture, the one else's compensation is unsustainable. Or what about exporting
articles this month tackle the questions of God and the economy in jobs from our shores while the means of wealth here at home increas-
an exceptional way.  ingly involves gambling with others' money?
This is a perfect issue to highlight the hard work of Laura Aase,       Vocation is a religious issue. To tolerate unemployment at near-
Aimee Appell and Matt Skinner. On page 11, you will find their depression levels while we spread the myth that the recession is over
events page and a restaurant review, all good, cheap, fun and( some)     due to the modest recovery of the stock market is to let the modestly
filling ways of getting off campus and giving your brain and your well- off set the terms of perception. Work is about human dignity
pocketbook a break. and purpose, and massive, long- term unemployment is a crisis in
As we struggle with money, let us take all the old exhortations faith( i.e., the making of meaning in life).
that God is in control to heart and even in the midst of our struggles,       Finally, how did the celebration of greed— which we used to call
God loves us. a sin— become the American virtue?The church has not even lifted
up its voice about this pervasive idolatry. Can we fail to see that this
is fundamentally in the violation of the commandments? How is it
C`#.AR{f}it TION; The sontenr 1rye s6001,pi t!Peg.ret tj e lack ; that the church has been distracted from these issues?
oaf a Pt rs rlaf t iscerrrrr ent f3tfdd r{ as if that ou. . lrelpl," at
the top trfAdam Morton' s artitfe onpa4e' of tf14 C66t rd' s Perhaps we should remember that Amos was, after all, a dresser of
October edition appeared to# e a q 1 a fr rr3 The Call bf'       sycamore trees. We should be grateful that the Spirit does not just
CthuIhu; ftwas aetualtya highlighted quote frrirrr l tc is n's leave prophecy to the religious professionals.
article,
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First Things First
chanceA 5 percent   '
By Robert Obaga On Saturday alone, about 150 people came.
Son of Ph. D. students William and Margaret Obaga I had surgery the following Tuesday. I was quite nervous about it,
0
n July 24, I had a cardiac attack. It happened in the middle just wondering what I was going to feel. I don't remember a thing
of pick-up soccer game that I was playing with some friends from it, though. They added an implantable cardioverter-defibrillator
at the U of M. I was lucky it happened there: One of the    ( ICD) to stand guard in case I ever have the same experience again.
players was a medical student who gave me the immediate attention I Because of the surgery, I would have had to make changes to my
needed until the ambulance arrived. It happened on a Friday evening.   normal routines if I played sports like American football, wrestling or
The doctors put me in an induced coma for two days. I woke up on kickboxing. Fortunately, I don't play any of those sports. I was pleased
Sunday, but I can't remember much from waking up because ofshort to find out that I could get back to soccer after 10 weeks of rest.
memory spans due to all the medication I had. Throughout Sunday I didn't play with my college team this season but ended up being
I gradually felt better. the assistant coach. It was a lot of fun having my teammates do laps
When the doctor explained what happened to me, I was surprised,   while I watched. Every time I watched them play in games I felt a
mainly because I thought that only older people got cardiac attacks.   temptation to join them but couldn't. We had a really good season,
What caused the cardiac experience had to do with the electrical though, finishing an impressive second in our region even though
system and nerves in my heart going wrong. I am told that this is a it was only the second year that Century College has had a soccer
common thing with people these days between the ages of 15 and 30,   program. Next year will hopefully be just as good since I' ll be on the
but what surprised me the most was to hear that only 3 to 5 percent field. Right now I'm playing with the seminary's Heretics, and our
of them survive and that I was a part of that small percentage of season is looking great. I' m out of shape currently but haven' t lost
God' s miracle. This makes me feel so lucky. I' m sure the prayers of so my touch. It feels good to be back to college and soccer after such an
many friends and all the support everyone gave to my parents helped.   unexpected accident, and I feel that since I' m still alive, God has great
At some point, in the hospital, the nurse told me that there were too plans for me in the future.
many visitors, and they had to limit how many people could see me.
What do we do with what we learn?
A student response to the Burgess Lecture
By Scott Egbers ing certain dimensions they have gone more
M. Div. senior deeply into others, and Christianity can learn
0
ur world is becoming more and from this. In short, other religions do have
more global all the time. We are some relation with God, different than our
more connected to people around His (* Im' s) proposal for own, and we can learn from that.
the world than we have ever been, and these interacting with other Heim's claim and his framework seemed
people are not all Christians. As our world religions was this: We simple enough. We can learn more about
becomes more globalized, there is more and
should learn from them. our own religion by understanding other
more concern about religions with opposing religions, and their critiques can force us to
claims of truth. There are numerous questions look more closely at our own faith. But how
for Christians as we try to figure out how we Mission. His proposal for interacting with does this help us relate to other religions?Are
interact with other religions and their adher-   other religions was this: We should learn we supposed to learn from other religions and
ents. Do we try and convert them? Do we try from them. then convert them?Are we supposed to leave
and ignore them? Do we accept their claims To that end, Heim attempted to develop them alone so that we can continue to learn
to be as valid as ours?And most importantly,   what he calls "A Trinitarian Map for Reli-   from their insights? It seems that he could
what do Christians do with Jesus' claim that gious Ends." He proposed that the three have had a lot more to say about these issues
No one comes to the Father except through persons of the Trinity exist not only in God's that would have been more engaging and
me"? inner life but also in the world and in the thought-provoking to future leaders of the
S. Mark Heim has engaged these questions way that God interacts with the world. He church who will be going out to serve the
and has published books on these topics. He proposed that the Trinity is the Christian church in this global world.
was at Luther Seminary on Oct. 14 to give theology of religions. They do not have all
the Andrew S. Burgess Lecture in Global the dimensions of the Trinity, but by avoid-
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he ELCA's decisions on sexuality in August have
impacted membership in both progressive and
conservative congregations, and in the churches
in between are pastors who are now forced to contend r
with congregational conflict, said RolfJacobson, associ-
ate professor ofOld Testament.
The pastors have told me that they were not equipped
to deal with conflict, and they have to be able to deal
with it now," he said." I think that's probably one of the Stephen Brookfield, professor at the University of St. Thomas( far left),
ways we' ll have to change the seminary is to at least help moderated the Oct. 28 forum featuring Luther Seminary faculty membersfuture leaders— give them a couple tools to think about   (
continuing from left) Fred Gaiser, Karoline Lewis, Rolf Jacobson, Alvin
conflict and to lead in the midst of conflict that they Luedke, Richard Bliese, Matt Skinner and Lois Malcolm.
didn't invite intentionally."
Jacobson shared his observations, based on recent visits to ELCA pointed to Paul' s message in 1 Corinthians as basis for unity.
synods, as one of seven faculty panelists at a well-attended community     " Serious conflict about questions related to sexual morality, ques-
forum Oct. 28. It was the first of several forums the seminary plans tions related to theological division— this is not new," said Malcolm,
for 2009- 10 to promote dialogue among people with different views applying Paul' s response to those matters." It's the proclamation of the
on issues important to faith and ministry. crucified Christ that creates our very connection with one another as
The inaugural forum itself focused on leading and learning in the body of Christ— it's that proclamation that creates the very basis
times of disagreement— especially the disagreement surrounding why we can even be in conversation with one another."
the ELCAs recent church-wide votes. Panelists pondered the circum-     Malcolm also suggested that Lutheran theology provided helpful
stances and consequences of that divide and how church leaders and tools. But Bliese questioned the effectiveness of such tools toward
the seminary might address them. Though there was little contention reaching unity, especially when, for many, the sexuality questions
among the forum's participants, there was also little contentment.      prompt a gut-level status confessionis. That is, the perceived concern
I' m very aware and questioning what this means for ecumenical,   calls them into a confession of faith, along the lines of( but per-
cross- Christian relationships, particularly in communities where we haps more basic than) that described in Article X of the Formula of
very much need to have a Christian voice that is building up and not Concord.
tearing each other down," said Alvin Luedke, associate professor of Fred Gaiser, professor of Old Testament, cited that article as
Rural Ministry, surveying the divisions rippling from the decisions.    grounds for maintaining unity rather than breaking unity over the
Seminary President Richard Bliese compared the situation to dis-   sexuality decisions. As for speaking to the gut-level concerns ofpeople
agreement over abortion in and around the seminary 50 years ago,   in the church, Gaiser suggested something equally basic.
when Bible study nevertheless looked beyond that issue.   Precisely in the midst of turmoil and anger and despair and fear,
It was a time when the community was really focused also on unity.   what you do is preach the gospel," he said. " I think folks who under-
I would say presently, of all the communities I' ve been in, they've stand that they have in this church regularly heard Christ preached,
spent much more time on Bible study on sexuality and almost noth-   the gospel preached— when disagreement happens, it's not going to
ing on unity. I feel like we' re flat on that subject," Bliese said." People be as easy for them to say,` I' m out of here,' as it might be otherwise."
are making all sorts of decisions about Christianity— Am I going to Acknowledging matters besides Scripture that factor into the peo-
leave the ELCA?Am I going to stay?'— but with very little biblical ple' s disagreement, Karoline Lewis, assistant professor of Preaching,
grounding one way or the other."  contemplated alternate avenues toward unity.
That unity and its biblical footing— or lack thereof—was a recurring     " What is at work here that we are not acknowledging— that we are
theme in the forum. Matt Skinner, associate professor of New Testa-   not talking about? Where is it that we are silent in terms of where
ment, mulled the meaning and basis of unity in today's church. we're starting from?" she said." If it's not the Bible, if it' s not Scripture
I personally am troubled when I hear talk of schism or of breakaway proofing... where can we agree to start and move on from there?"
groups. I have a real hard time being patient with that for a number Bliese raised the concern that, for many people, sexuality and
of reasons, theological and otherwise," he said. " I worry that our church structure have defined the ELCAs story in the past decade.
debates— our church debates, our Christian debates— start to mir-     " How are we going to lift up a different narrative? Even in the crisis,
ror what we see in the public square ... and I think that erodes the is this a teachable moment? Because people are paying attention," he
church's unique Christian confession. And so I yearn to see different said." What is it about these sex talks that would then say something
kinds of conversations among us on this campus and elsewhere."       about the very core of who we are as the ELCA? Of course, that's
Whereas Skinner pointed to the complexity of Paul' s approach going to be our call in the next days, weeks and months."
to unity, Lois Malcolm, associate professor of Systematic Theology,     The next all-community forum is.slated for Dec. 2.
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Where We' re At
Facing financial realities at Luther Seminary
oncord Editor- in- Chief Nicholas There has been talk of the sexuality deci-   have thought (of the seminary) without the
Weber sat down with Don Lewis, vice sions at the ELCA Churchwide Assembly branding effort, and you get more students
president of Finance and Administra-   in August likely impacting giving to ELCA or more cohorts or more D.Min. students.
tion, to discuss the financial state of Luther churches and institutions. Has Luther So the effort to go forward with branding
Seminary and its use of resources. Lewis experienced any of that yet?    and to get our name out there is more crucial
is responsible for the seminary's Business Not in this office. I can't drill down too far than ever. That investment is miniscule in
Office; all investments and assets, including on this, but we do have contingency plans the long run.
all facilities and non-faculty staff; and auxil-   just in case that does happen, whether that be Some of the other ancillary costs that are
iary services: dining, housing, Wee Care and a$ 100, 000 hit, a million-dollar hit or a zero coming on deal with anything from efficien-
the bookstore.     hit, or they increase— you never know.  cies in how you do business to the need to
Just know that we have plans, and if we change around staff configurations to pro-
What is the current financial state of the have to launch it, we won't be shooting from mote better working relationships. Getting
seminary? the hip. Hopefully we won't have to use any to the other cuts that happened, I cannot
The seminary is strong. Granted; we just of them.    speak directly to why the library closed on
came through a horrendous year. We were Sunday, but I can assume that, knowing how
stronger a year ago, as were 99 percent of Have you seen any positive things for the library works, they did studies on library
other educational institutions. However,   the seminary come out of the economic usage and visits to the library and based upon
we have a good endowment, a good donor downturn? their data concluded that the library was
base and have the luxury ofbeing financially Oh, yeah. In many ways we are much underutilized on these particular days and
healthier than many other seminaries, as a stronger than we were, maybe not financially,   to not staff it during those times.
result of which we can take some initiative but we have a very, very committed staff and A similar sort of thing was the situation
with new ways of doing theological educa-   faculty who are working extremely hard and with Dining Services— they got to the point
tion like WorkingPreacher.org, Enter the producing an awful lot. The staff is stronger of doing a headcount on how many people
Bible, distributive learning. Where we still than several years ago. To a certain extent,   were served over the weekend and came down
have exposure. Students are crucial to our our students are of a higher quality— not to being in the single digits— sometimes
well-being, so we need to make sure that we that they were losers before, but there is a they' d be making dinner for eight people
can get them here, encourage them to be higher commitment level and a stronger will and six people and so on— and it became
here, encourage them to take classes, ideally to be here. We've had opportunities to hire extremely inefficient. As a means to allow us
get them through the system so they can some very talented staff and faculty who may not to have to raise prices within the Din-
serve the church rather than being perpetual not have been available to us if the economy ing Services from Monday through Friday, if
students.   hadn't impacted their lives. We were able to you don't offer meals during those particular
Last year was an anomaly— not a good take advantage of that.   weekend) times, you're going to keep prices
year. Investments were down, and contribu- stable, which is what we did— we didn't raise
tions were down. There hasn't been a situation Many of the Concord's readers are puzzled prices, on the meal plan or even on the a la
like that since World War 11. If we take last by what they see as shifting financial pri-   carte board.
year out ofmix, we are significantly better off orities for the seminary. They cite the cost
than we were 20 years ago.       of the branding campaign, new hires in So Dining Services and the library have
Seminary Relations and new furniture not experienced significant budget cuts?
How has the current economic situation for the executive suite in contrast to the Dining Services didn't take too much of
affected the seminaryi needs of students, such as the library a cut to their operating budget, but they
It has severely impacted all three of our being closed on Sunday, the lack ofdining still have to squeeze— they still have to
revenue streams, which is( first) endowment options on weekends and the decision not maximize efficiencies. The library took some
income, and, as a result of the downturn in to remodel Bockman Hall. What would budget cuts, but most of those, if not all,
investments and the market, we don't have you say to them? were dealing with acquisitions— books and
the revenues coming off of the endowment A lot of it gets down to prioritization, and periodicals. So they delayed the purchases.
that we had in the past. Secondly, with the a lot of these things aren't related. Ifyou look Dining Services is a difficult entity— to either
economy being turbulent, it did cause some at the branding piece, it's a major marketing keep prices stable or break even, which they
donors to pull back. And the third part of effort that's going to create donors and stu-   don't do, while still trying to provide food
this was our tuition revenues, and the stu-   dents, hopefully, and create other interest in resources as much as we can, particularly
dents were impacted with the downturn of the seminary. What's the end result of that?    when commodity prices are going up and
the economy just like everybody else— so Well, for my office, it's ka-ching, ka- ching.   the cost ofmilk doubled.
students didn't take as many classes.    You get more donors excited who might not
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Giving and Storing
Thepricecuof a of coffeep
By Jacob Mathre graver and more likely to be solved than the then I enjoy an ice- cold Tusker. The coffee
2008 M. A. graduate problems of people in similarly hurting places.   can almost be justified if it happens to be fair
t is not as though when I came to Sudan It is my job to say: You know,for less than the trade— the tibs and the beer are harder to
I was unfamiliar with deprivation. I had price ofa cup ofcoffee...   sell as solutions to global poverty. I may have
been to Sub- Saharan Africa before. I I face a new kind of disquiet: the disquiet given up some comforts to come here, but I
had seen the kind of poverty that is gener-   that comes from the realization that my job certainly haven't given up everything. In fact,
ally reserved for commercials that involve the would be easier if people in " rich countries"   there are comforts I hold to quite tightly. The
phrase for less than the price ofa cup ofcoffee.   realized how much they had. My job would fact of the matter is that while I am not by
I had been confronted by cripples and AIDS be easier if people realized that the aver-   North American standards wealthy, I am, by
victims and street kids.    age " poor" seminarian lives a life of equal the standards of this place, extremely well
I came to Sudan properly inoculated or greater comfort compared to someone off.
against the shock of coexisting with poverty with a good job in Sudan. My job would be And so I am stuck. I am stuck with the
in its most extreme forms. What I was not easier ifpeople understood their comfort and thought that I can give more, but I still can't
prepared for was the possibility that I would were willing to give up just a bit more of it give nearly enough. I am stuck wondering
see poverty in a new way. Before poverty was to level the playing field. I want to demand about the right way to live with this poverty.
something to feel bad about, to be moved by,   that people give up their comforts and share I am stuck wondering how the decisions I
to be heartbroken over. Now poverty and all with the people of Sudan andwith every per-   make impact people here and throughout the
its attendant ills are something I must address son in every nation that struggles with not world. I am stuck wondering how just one
on a daily basis.    having enough. I want to demand however cup of coffee can hold so much.
It is my job to work with others to find many cups of coffee it takes to heal the hurt-
solutions to problems that seem more or less ing places of the world.   Editor' s note: Jacob Mathre is currently
insurmountable. It is my job to compete with I would make those demands, except I serving as the Mennonite Central
others who have similar jobs to sell people in like coffee. Good coffee, too, not the cheap
Committee' s office manager in Juba,
North America on the fact that the problems stuff. There is this really nice Ethiopian res-
Sudan.
of the people I work with are simultaneously taurant I go to once a week. Every now and
Where is God in this economy?
By Timothy Jackson As believers of God, did we store enough grain away for a rainy
M. Div. junior day because we knew a famine would eventually come? The answer
When someone asks me about the economy, it is almost to the question is what separates us— during the time of famine we
always the same question. This time it was different:    still should have enough grain to adequately provide for our family
You' re a minister, right?" "Yes, I am," is my reply, as I and still have more than enough to give accordingly to God' s great
brace because I am sure where this conversation is going." So... where commission. During this economic hardship God still expects us to
is your God through all this economic chaos?" Uh-oh... not exactly provide for our family, take care of the poor, give to the church and
where I thought this conversation was going. So, in my preacher voice,   support great causes. We are called to be the ones described by Joseph,
I reply," God is exactly where He was when there was economic pros-  " select a man who is discerning and wise, and set him over the land...
perity— sitting and watching how we will react, because God's ways and take one- fifth of the produce ... during the seven plenteous years.
are eternal." I am sure that wasn' t the response they were seeking,  ... That food shall be a reserve... so the land may not perish through
but nonetheless this question has got me thinking about God and the famine" ( Genesis 41: 33- 36, NRSV).
this economy.  While today's economics may have caught many off guard, it is
The conversation reminded me of the story told in Genesis 41;    wise to use this time to reflect how we can follow Joseph' s advice to
Joseph interprets the dream of King Pharaoh and predicts the seven Pharaoh so we may be better prepared for the next economic disaster;
years of prosperity, followed by seven years of famine. Joseph quickly there will be another. Be encouraged that even though we may have
moved in such a way to preserve Egypt's standards of living as my not been prepared for this famine, God is still in control and through
mother reminded me as a child, " Don't be like the unwise— put a Jesus left us this message found in Matthew 6: 25- 34. So if you are
little bit away for a rainy day." This is exactly what Joseph did during confronted and someone asks you," Where is God in all this economic
the time of prosperity: He stored grain away. As the story goes on chaos?" you can reply, " Right where He was during economic pros-
we find him telling his brothers, "... for God sent me before you to perity— providing for families, taking care of the poor, giving to the
preserve life"( Genesis 45: 5, NRSV). As Solomon said," There is noth-   church and supporting great causes, which is exactly what God was
ing new under the sun," and just as there are times ofgreat prosperity doing through the prosperous times."
there will be times of great famine.
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Putting up a Fight
The economy vs.   Dealt a tough hand,
Seminary Relations but a full house wins
A realization By Jennifer LathropM. A. senior
By Scott Thalacker
M. Div. senior wo years ago, I moved back in with my parents. A lot of graduate
students do that to save money, so it wasn' t unusual. Thing is, I also
hanks to the student work system of cronyism, I have Tbrought my husband, three children and two cats.
a job this year in the Luther Seminary Mailroom. It is,  When I decided to return to seminary, it meant quitting a nice- paying,
for sure, the best job on campus, except maybe when full-time job. I may have been able to find a way to work full time and go
Seminary Relations sends out a rather large mailing, which to school part time, but I worked on a magazine with firm deadlines that
they do fairly often. The only thing I knew about Sem Rela-       couldn't be massaged around finals or classes. And I was ready to move on.
tions before the mailroom was that, when I worked at the That decision, though, meant we couldn't afford our house anymore.
help desk, I transferred calls to them when I did not know Economy: 1, God: 1 ( well, I hope I' m worth a point).
where else to transfer them. But seeing all the mail that comes When we moved in with my parents, it was supposed to be temporary.
through the seminary, it is impossible not to take note of the But my dad is a real estate agent, and the economy went crazy. Then my
large proportion that moves to and from Sem Relations. As it mom was laid off, and she was the benefits-holder for my parents. My
turns out, they are responsible for fundraising( among other dad had to find a job in sales that provided benefits. We couldn't afford a
things) for the seminary, which explains the large mailings. place large enough for the five of us.( Did I mention God's sense of humor
It is easy for me to get cynical about the" money changers"       several years previously?We had twins. A true blessing, but now the state
When I first walked in and saw how many people they have requires us to be in at least a three-bedroom apartment.) Because I' m part
packed in their large office space, it took me by surprise. How time, I don't get financial aid. Tuition and books are out of pocket. Oh,
many people do they employ?Are they fundraisi ng for them-       and my parents only have one bathroom.
selves or to pay for all the new 800- inch televisions around Economy: 2, God: 1.
campus? On some level, I suspect that we all have a disdain This past summer was a tough one. My mom was diagnosed with diabe-
for those asking for money, no matter what it funds. I derive tes, and then, after a fall that required a CT scan, Stage IV breast cancer
a special pleasure from creative cruelty to telemarketers.     that had metastasized into her bones. She got very sick very fast. She went
But it dawned on me that Sem Relations is raising money from being a very strong woman who could handle everything to one who
to pay for my education. How very humbling. Why would couldn't walk to the living room without help. Tests, doctors, PET scans,
they want to do that? If they knew what a second-rate student CT scans, poking, probing. My dad has insurance, but it' s still dauntingly
I am, they might not work so hard! And fundraising is dirty expensive. Insurance doesn' t cover everything, and Social Security doesn' t
work; remember selling candy bars door to door? I hate think-       hit until six months after she's been diagnosed.
ing about money because it is so easily a sign of our slavery Maybe it's not really the economy's fault, but I still say, Economy: 3,
to the way the world works. It can preempt every decision we God: 1.
make. As I go through approval and assignment, money is My son and my dad have a really special relationship. They've always
one of those considerations that I hate to admit is lurking in been very close. My dad is working long hours and is dealing with the
the background. Ifonly I had a dollar for every time someone stress ofhis wife of40 years being sick. My son had to deal with constant
has asked me," So where do you want to end up?"!   bullying at school last year and a new school this year. When they get
Not only are the people in Seminary Relations professional together at the end of their stressful days, they sit and watch movies and
and hardworking, but they are also working so that money play games. They just are. They both find sanctuary in that relationship.
does not exercise too much control on the future of the semi-  My son helps out my mom( who is doing better now that she has been
nary and its students. Surely good, hard work cannot free us diagnosed). She watches out for him and tells him to stop being a snot
from slavery to sin or even from slavery to money. Ironically,       when he acts like a middle school boy. My daughters keep my mom com-
it seems that the harder a person works to be financially inde-       pany, make noise, play with dolls and dance around, bringing joy to a
pendent, the more dependent on wealth they become. But house that is often struggling under the weight ofour despair.
Sem Relations exists for our gain. The most humbling part My husband cooks (very well and for all of us), cleans and works full
about what they do is that it is not for the sake of my financial time to provide the five of us health benefits. We pay my parents rent
freedom or the seminary' s financial freedom as ends in them-       and purchase groceries. I try to chip in a little around the house, helping
selves. They are working to equip the church with leaders and my mom by taking her to appointments and being what she kindly calls
ministers whose primary vocation does not have to be pursuit       " The Enforcer."
of money to pay off student loans.       We have all found abundance in this living arrangement despite the
So thank God for Seminary Relations, even though they world. I guess it's safe to say, Economy: 3, God: winner.
occasionally make us do some real work in the mailroom.
Luther Seminary 7
Economic Growth
A worth journey,   an invaluable gift
By Meta Carlson
2008 M. Div. graduate first fruits would be! I was starting my first call later that summer, and
Foreword by Erica Kennedy he was still in school, working his tail off for a stipend and paying off
Assistant director of Financial Aid loans of his own. Then Matt said, I don' t know what the numbers are
tdon't think of myself as a money person," says Pastor Meta going to look like, but I think we shouldgive more to church than we do
Herrick) Carlson. I'm sure many of us would agree. As lead-   to Comcast. I hate Comcast and still shell out$ 105for cable and Internet
ers living and leading in a market-driven culture, how do you each month. So lets start there andpledge that no matter the numbers,
wrestle with faith and money in your own life while being charged we're giving more to the church, something we actually like and believe
to lead congregational stewardship ministries? Meta, associate pas-   in, than to the bill begrudgingly pay each month.
for at St. John's Lutheran Church in south Minneapolis, shared her We crunched the numbers, and by September we were giving
stewardship story on her tangled up in grace blog on Sept. 1:     three times what we paid to Comcast. This was a joyful place to
start, and from here we began the
Tonight I was at the seminaryfor a stewardship events 1,      journey of working toward a tithe.
w
that welcomed new students and introduced them to the V    All year we have logged our income
concept offinancial coaches. I come home grateful, and payments on a simple Excel pro-
I didn't balance my checkbook or keep my receipts.    E gram we store and share via Google
I didn't know what my credit score was or how to take
k
Documents. This keeps the lines of
out a loan. But I' did come to seminary debt- free and communication open about our shar-
paid all my bills on time. I did know how to ask for ing, spending and saving and keeps
help and knew that I' d need to learn something about us on the same page— literally. Matt
personal finance and stewardship if I wanted to create and I make plenty of mistakes and
health money habits in m personal and, eventually,   i don' t always see eye to eye aboutY Y Y
my public life.  
our financial choices, but our values
In 2004, eight of us signed up for a financial coach. I align, and that makes all the dif-
remember sitting down to lunch with Tom for the first ference. I've come a long way from
time and handing over the truth: I dont have any debt a occasionally checking my account
yet, but I do have some scholarships. I'd like to think I'm x balances online.
thrifty, but I've never really stuck to a budget. Help me Matt and I will never make mil-
figure this out, and hold me accountable. I dont think of lions of dollars in our professions, but
myselfas a money person— I don't think anyone thinks of
it will be more than enough. We're
me like that— so I'll need some validation along the way.  9 flying high on good communication,
Our conversations were simple but fruitful. Here,     healthy habits and the pride we take
in the presence of a stranger who did not judge my w r
a'` x in our two-year plan to be student-
actions or let me off the hook, we formed the steward- debt-free. The recession is woven into
ship identity I wanted. Together we shaped the way I my prayer life everyday, but I am not
would relate my values and resources during seminary and beyond.     swept away by the chaos and mania of scarcity that the media pro-
Internship gave me an opportunity to budget on a more fixed vides. The system I started to discover five years ago with a financial
income and to practice the ups and downs of a financial year. I saved coach includes controlling what's controllable and believing in God' s
for flights home and future tuition payments. I shared with my con-   abundance.
gregation and causes close to my heart. I spent wisely, and it felt The best news of all? Having a financial coach sparked a series
good. of events that has led me to a congregation hungry for the gospel
Senior year, I worked in the Seminary Relations office. My job was of stewardship and the true message of satisfaction in a world that
to thank people. Seriously- 12- 20 hours each week, I wrote letters,   preaches never enough. Stewardship became an important part of my
called people and shared my gratitude at donor events. I was saturated public identity. I went from being a 23- year- old girl who didn' t think
with thankfulness and an appreciation for the simple joy of giving. I she was a money person to a woman and pastor who is brave enough
will always remember Dorothy Lee' s words at the Women in Philan-   to talk about money. And I urge you to take up the conversation. It's
thropy Tea: I was confused when I learned that the seminary was calling a worthy journey and an invaluable gift.
me a woman in philanthropy, but I'm also tickled because ifI can be a I' m grateful, Tom and Luther Seminary. I' m still writing my stew-
philanthropist, anyone can! And that day I decided to believe her.  ardship story, but this first draft is thanks to you.
Matt and I got married about a month after graduation. We sat
down to talk about our finances, wanting to start with our gift to the
Reprinted with permission from tangled up in grace by Meta
Carlson. You can find her blog at http://tangled upingrace.
church because we were taught to share the first fruits. We were quiet blogspot.com.





a result of the current downfall of the econ- The mother of the family lost her job earlierM. Div. intern, Trinity Lutheran
omy— the possibility of losing their homes,  this year, and, a few months ago, the father ofCongregation, Minneapolis
jobs, insurance, etc. A number of Trinity's the family had one of his legs amputated aste are one in the Spirit, we are members have also been negatively impacted the result of an infection. He has a stable job,
one in the Lord ..." This is by the downturn in the economy. Some lost and there is a great likelihood of him being
a song that is likely familiar jobs temporarily while others remain unem-  able to return to work in some way, but his
to many of you. At my internship congrega-  ployed or under-employed.      wife remains unemployed. They needed signif-
tion, we also sing it in Amharic and Tigrinya Earlier this summer, a family in our con-  icant modifications to their home in order to
languages of the east African countries of gregation was in danger of losing its house accommodate the father's new physical state.
Ethiopia and Eritrea, respectively).      if it was not able to rent out the first-floor Because of the previous home-renovation
I am in my second year of my concurrent apartment. The tenant of 30 years moved out,  project, we had a process in place. The same
two-year, part- time) internship at Trinity leaving the apartment in severe disrepair— far core people were contacted, and they com-
Lutheran Congregation in the Cedar-Riv-  more than the family would be able to handle mitted right away. Within a month, the plans
erside neighborhood of Minneapolis. In my on its own. Trinity's senior pastor e- mailed were made, materials purchased and renova-
time at Trinity, I have witnessed what it means our congregational partners, tentatively ask-  tions complete— a new, accessible bathroom
to live as one body in the Spirit: to live as one,  ing if they had any ideas about what to do.  and shower, along with a ramp from the house
not just as a congregation but also as the wider The response from Mt. Olivet came almost to the garage. New partners were added in
body of Christ. I believe that no one is meant immediately, with two contractors ready and this round— the father's co- workers showed
to live in isolation from others. I think that willing to help. Mt. Olivet happened to have up with hands, hearts and tools ready to go to
this applies to congregations as well as people.  a group of people who had volunteered for work, and Thrivent will be partially matching
A number of Scripture passages tell us that Habitat for Humanity, but, due to changes in our fundraising to cover the costs.
the body is built up by many and diverse gifts.  Habitat's scheduling, were no longer able to I see God at work in these situations in
I have witnessed this in many ways, but in serve. There was significant donation of time,  many ways. Trinity would not have been able
particular, in Trinity's congregational part-  labor and parts, and all three congregations to accomplish these projects on its own, and
nerships with Mount Olivet Lutheran Church had volunteers at the home. The renovation our partner congregations have people who
in Plymouth and Nokomis Heights Lutheran was completed within a month. This project want to give of their time and talents, not just
Church in Minneapolis. was a blessing in that our partners were able to money. Living in relationship means mutual
People at Trinity and in the Cedar-River-  utilize their gifts in service to their neighbor.   sharing of all gifts for the good of others. We
side neighborhood live daily the situations that More recently, another family needed help exist as the body ofChrist, and, at times like
many Americans have found themselves in as with a home renovation for different reasons.  these, I really see that in action.
Lemonade brings life
By Gretchen Pierskalla to " Nickels for Nets"— the name for our program supporting theM. Div. intern, Christ Church Lutheran, Minneapolis Lutheran Malaria Initiative, which seeks to raise funds and facilitate
uring my internship I witnessed God' s economy of abun-   the transport and distribution of treated mosquito nets to people in
dance. An old, gray desk with a sign, " free to a good home,"   African nations in malarial areas.
got 9- year-old Tillie thinking." Hey, that desk would be per-     The Lemonade Stand Project's day came. The Spirit moved, and
fect for a lemonade stand!" " Yeah, and we could raise money for the the flame grew. There were only 98 in worship, but the congregation
church!" added Tanner. Kinzie chimed in, " Yeah, and for kids who rallied to the invitation and raised more than$ 400 in less than 30
need it, like the ones who need mosquito nets!" Heather added," I minutes. It was a harvest of energy and spirit, generosity and joy.
could bring some lemonade from home." This brainstorming session One youth exclaimed," Forty dollars for a glass of lemonade! How
happened minutes before worship started, and the" Lemonade Stand crazy is that?!" How ridiculous and extravagant indeed! Just like the
Project" became the topic for the Sermon on the Steps, a time geared woman pouring perfumed oil on Jesus' feet, the outpouring was joy-
toward children.    ful and generous.
If it only takes a spark to get a fire going, the young people of I wonder if this is what Jesus had in mind when he said, " I have
the congregation were set ablaze as they imagined together the pos-   come that they might have life and have it abundantly." Through this
sibilities. Later that week, on their day off from school, several of generous and cheerful giving, abundant life was not ours alone that
them came to church to make posters for the big day. The creativ-   day. Abundant life was also extended to those who will receive the
ity, generosity and joy of the young people were inspiring. As they nets on the other side of the world and to all who will be touched by
made the signs, they imagined again what they could do for others.   the mission and outreach of this congregation.




Singularlymad about Mad Men
By Katie Fick ative director. It is, in its set, clothing, styling and direction, the most
M. Div. senior beautiful show I've ever seen on TV. So why do people avoid it?
have been plagued for past 10 years with watching TV shows that 1. It's on AMC. Most people I meet have never heard of the
no one else around me does. This has included Buffy the Vampire show— and also unaware of the AMC network or don't get it.
Slayer, Veronica Mars, Battlestar Galactica and, most recently, Mad The people I've met who get the network were unaware it shows
Men, which will have its third-season finale this Sunday. Though the anything but movies.
show has won the Emmy for Outstanding Drama Series for the last 2 The show is less about plot and more about the working out
two years, the Oct. 27 episode drew just 1. 723 million viewers. Con- of existential themes( which does not sound obviously enter-
sidering the U.S. population is estimated to be around 307 million, taining), and consequently sometimes it can appear that not a
it's no wonder I haven' t run into another avid Mad Men viewer. Usu- lot happens on some episodes. If one stripped the show to its
ally I consider art and culture( yes, I think Mad Men is art) a shared bones, it could be viewed as a soap opera— there are cheating
experience, so sitting in front of a bright screen by myself seems quite spouses, a stolen identity, a man getting his foot hacked off
strange and lonely.       by a lawnmower, a woman who secretly has a baby and gives
This phenomenon of being a lone TV viewer has at times made me it away... but these plot points tend to glide along smoothly,
wonder if I am some sort ofTV snob, given that the shows listed above with the show really being about characters negotiating the
tend to be revered by critics but garner low ratings. But considering world, social norms and expectations and their own senses
that I can tell you several of the people who have won America's Next of self. Don Draper, the center of the show, appears to have
Top Model, I can't really be accused of having highbrow taste. It's also everything— he is rich with a beautiful wife and children, a
possible I'm simply trying to be cool, avoiding the mainstream— look- house in the suburbs and a Cadillac. But he got this life by
ing at the top 10 shows the week of Oct. 25, I watch exactly none of stealing someone else' s name, escaping his horrific childhood
them, from NCIS to Dancing with the Stars. I' m so countercultural!  by becoming someone new. So he struggles with who he is and
The truth is I'm neither highbrow nor cool. The shows that I his place in the world. " I have been watching my life. It's right
watch, it's true, tend not to appeal to the average viewer. Buffy used there," he says," And I keep scratching at it, trying to get into
demons and vampires to tell an allegory about the hell of growing up. it. I can't." He is, somehow, a very powerful man who can be
Battlestar Galactica used an intergalactic war to work out themes of shaken by a neighbor asking jokingly on Halloween," And who
redemption and what it means to be human. Both had rich characters are you supposed to be?"
and beautiful writing, but fantasy and science fiction do not appeal
to everyone.    
3. Women are often treated terribly but in a way that seems fit-
ting for the time period. For example, I had no idea thereMad Men is a drama set in the 1960s at a Madison Avenue ad
agency, Sterling Cooper. The show centers around the people who
was an office game called The Scuttle, in which men chased
work in its office, most closely around Don Draper, the agency' s cre-
down women, tackled them and showed everyone their pant-
ies. Nice of Mad Men to go for historical accuracy there. One
man describes watching a woman figure out an ad campaign
as" watching a dog play the piano." The most sexually power-
ful woman in the office gets date- raped by her boyfriend. She
later marries him. Though Peggy, a talented woman, is rising
C LY MYSTERY,     A''       through the ranks of Sterling Cooper, she is also yelled at and
titring Aduent e take time' tC dwell in the mys-     told her talent lies in her skirt. Perhaps all of this is just not fun
tery, awe, and wander that is the i carnati n: As
for people to watch.
future leaders© E the churchf there is ren way we wild While I know how enjoyable I've must make the show sound, I
now errerything there i t knew about Gnd, What love Mad Men— because the characters are so flawed and yet many
are the thinis that y au; pander about Gc d? What of them are trying so hard to do what they think is right and what is
are the ways aty" vurestle with a:ncl delight in' expected of them, only to find it makes them( often) unhappy. I love
aur hidden and mysterious God? What ian we really that the show is in the 1960s but the ad agency is still stuck in many
say we knew about Csncl and how do we talk about ways in the 1950s, and social change keeps knocking at their door. I
and live with the' unknciv O love that it often makes me laugh and cry and that I don't know, as
At ticles are due Thursday, 1( pC.  , at noon'. is often the case when you encounter real people, what the characters
Send Stllrnisst(jns tp COncord luthrsem.edu.    will do next. This season is ending with the Kennedy assassination as
its backdrop, seismically shaking up the world of these characters and
Pty spinning them into new places. I don't know what will happen— and




Through the Twin Cities cheap thrills9 By Laura Aase, M. Div. middler and
By Matt Skinner Aimee Appell, M. Div. senior
Associate professor of New Testament
Abu Nader Deli& Grocery, 2095 Como Ave., St.
in all for indulging people' s
easy Paul;( 651) 647-5391, www.abunaderdeli. com.stereotypes.      A neighborhood Middle Eastern deli. Affordable
Look at me: I' m a native of the San bpQ  , Henrsepio and delicious.
Francisco Bay Area. I own a Prius. I'm prettyMltlrtpt311S
sure W. committed war crimes. I listen to 331 Club, 331 13th Ave. NE, Minneapolis; (612) 331-
NPR. I cook with sea salt. Several Natalie also 777 Gr,,A 1746, www.331. mn. You like live music? This place
boasts" never a cover"— how could it get better thanMerchant albums are on my MP3 player. So
why don't I complete the caricature and go that? Great happy-hour options.612 37 3t13fl
vegan? Gibbs Museum ofPioneer and Dakotah Life, 2097
Mirtneapolis
Simple: The smell of roasting meat makes W.Larpenteur Ave., St. Paul; ( 651) 646- 8629,
me salivate like Ted Nugent during hunting
Icca Etsn}     
www.rchs.com/ gbbsfm2.htm. A Gibbs' Pioneer
season.      rrtrr ` tsr, brasa, us Christmas: Dec. 4, 5 and 6, 10 a.m.- 3 p.m. Enjoy
So bring on the fine foods at Brasa, the Christmas carols and stories, crafts and activities, hot
restaurant that advertises itself as" Premium chocolate and Christmas treats.
Rotisserie." I'm pretty sure that the name Ice Skating! Roseville OVAL opens for the season with
Brasa" comes from Peruvian cuisine. I wouldn't be surprised if it's derived the first public skating session from 6 to 9 p.m., Nov.from the Wambisa word for" carnivores' paradise" or" land ofsucculent, slow-  6; 2661 Civic Center Drive, Roseville; ( 651) 792-
roasted, well-seasoned pork, beef and chicken."   7007, www.cityofroseville.com/ skatingcenter.
The flavors that hold everything together at Brasa are Creole, with lots of Holiday craft fairs!
citrus and peppers giving the dishes a gentle punch. The spice is lively without
being overpowering. Even the more choosy eaters among our dining party still Saturday, Nov. 21Victorian Christmas, Washing-
found their niche. The meats come shredded and oh-so- tender, although you ton County Courthouse, 101 W. Pine St., Stillwater.
can get roasted chicken still on the bone. Rice and beans count as vegetables Friday, Dec. 4, 9: 30 a. m.- 4 p.m.— Lyngblomsten,
there, yet our party did order a small bowl ofcreamed spinach in an effort to 1415 Almond Ave., St. Paul.
keep us rolling along on the Wellness Wheel®.While they aren't for everyone, Saturday and Sunday, Dec. 5- 6— Roseville CityI think the fried sweet plantains are heavenly, especially when covered with Hall, 2660 Civic Center Dr., Roseville.
the herb sauce. There's no need to add butter to the cornbread and grits; they
come pre- loaded.  Saturday, Dec. 5, 9 a.m.- 3 p.m.— Maplewood Com-
The Caribbean comfort food works in all seasons. It can keep you warm on munity Center, 2100 White Bear Ave., Maplewood.
a frigid Minnesota night while you dream ofwarm sand between your toes. It Art Attack! The Northrup King Building, 1500 Jack-
also works during those precious summer months, when you can eat on Brasa's son St. NE, Minneapolis. Friday, Nov. 6, 5- 10 p.m.;
patio and hum Harry Belafonte tunes. Everything on the menu lends itself Saturday, Nov. 7, noon- 8 p.m.; Sunday, Nov. 8, noon-
well to takeout, too. That's a good thing, given the small dining room. 5 p.m. Open studio and gallery crawl, featuring more
Although you can, if you must, order a sandwich or individual plate, come than 200 artists working in just about any medium
prepared for family-style dining. I recommend positioning yourself at the you can name. This is an exciting opportunity to
middle of the table, so you always have a shot at dishes being passed back and gain admission to private studios and to buy original
forth. You might also want to occupy a corner chair and try to hide the plate art direct from local and nationally and internation-
ofpork from your companions. Meats come in quarter-, half-and full-pound ally known artists.
plates, while you can choose either small( for 1- 2 people) or large( 3- 4 people)
American Swedish Institute, 2600 Park Ave., Min-
side dishes. There are daily specials, too. Expect to spend about$ 10 per person,  
neapolis; www.americanswedishinst.org. A Nordicplus drinks, depending upon appetites. Spend too much more than this and Christmas, Nov. 7-Jan. 10; adults$ 6; kids$ 4, under
you risk a case of meat sweats.
One more thing: Most of Brasa's ingredients are organic and purchased
6 years free. Free passes are sometimes available at
from local sources committed to sustainability. Only socialized health care the St. Paul Public Library.
can make me happier than that. Minnesota Children's Museum: 10 W.Seventh St.,
St. Paul; www.mcm.org. All ages$ 8. 95; Target Free




Goog l i ng God
How do you feel and the Economy
about money?    www.godseconomy.orgGod' s economy is His plan to carry out His eternal pur-
pose in order to satisfy His heart's desire. Ephesians 1: 5
speaks of" the good pleasure of His will," revealing to us
If Thad arty, I' d have stronger',  that God has a good pleasure, a heart's delight, something
feelings about it."  that makes Him happy. God is neither impassive nor void of
feeling. His heart burns with the longing to gain an expres-
Elizabeth Darrtieo, NI.Div rrttcicller
sion among the human race that will forever satisfy Him.
y He was therefore willing to pay a tremendous price and, in
Christ, undergo a costly process in order to pursue, attract,
and win man for His economy. Thus, His attention is fixed
and His heart set on the fulfillment of His economy.




Each Christian in the world needs to be equipped on how
to apply what the Bible says about money, wealth, control,
needs, generosity, stewardship and contentment in their
r
normal and everyday life. The economy of God is God' s
principles from His Word that will help us understand how
we can become good stewards and allow God to be the
f about What f owner of all our resources.
don`t have."
lVTichael t, nsorr' M. i iv.intern www.hymnal. net/ hymn.php/ ns/ 180
Hymn: God's eternal economy
God's eternal economy/ Is to make man the same as He
is/ In life and nature,/ But not in the Godhead/ And
to make Himself one with man/ And man one with
Him/ Thus to be enlarged and expanded in His expres-
It comes and goes."   
sion/ That all His divine, that all His divine/ Attributes
may be expressed in human virtues.
Julia Perkins, M.Div. junior
www.economicpopulist.org/content/
sacrificing- economy-volcano-god
Hundreds of years ago the Incas would sacrifice virgins
to appease their Volcano God. The Gods and methods of
sacrifice may have changed, but the tradition remains.
Money is good. Money Is bad. It is Like the Incas of old, we find ourselves helpless against
bad because I don' t haveany." i.       forces we do not understand. The foundations of our econ-
Y parson Mahafaly, M.A. isenior omy shake and falter in terrifying ways. In our desperation
for answers we turn to High Priests of Economics who tell
us these evils have befallen us because of our sins. We must
sacrifice the innocent to the Volcano God or it will destroy
us all.
Money is a means of commerce The High Priests of Economics never explain exactly how
that can become an idol." these sacrifices will fix the economy, nor do they mention
that the sins in question might be their own. Yet we still
Paul Westermeyer, cantor and rush to offer up our children' s futures through unpayable
professor of Church Music debts while never considering that there might be better
0 alternatives.
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